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The Association of Research Libraries (ARL) provides an option for librarians to 

administer a combination of LibQUAL+® and LibQUAL+® Lite to measure users’ perceptions 

of library service quality. LibQUAL+® Lite is a shorter version of LibQUAL+® that uses 

planned missing data in its design. The present study investigates the loss of information in 

commonly administered proportions of LibQUAL+® and LibQUAL+® Lite when compared to 

administering LibQUAL+® alone. Data from previous administrations of LibQUAL+® protocol 

(2005, N = 525; 2007, N = 3,261; and 2009, N = 2,103) were used to create simulated datasets 

representing various proportions of LibQUAL+® versus LibQUAL+® Lite administration 

(0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6. 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2). Statistics (i.e., means, adequacy and superiority 

gaps, standard deviations, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients, and polychoric 

correlation coefficients) from simulated and real data were compared. Confidence intervals 

captured the original values. Root mean square errors and absolute and relative biases of 

correlations showed that accuracy in the estimates decreased with increase in percentage of 

planned missing data. The recommendation is to avoid using combinations with more than 20% 

planned missing data. 
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IS IT MORE ADVANTAGEOUS TO ADMINISTER LibQUAL+® LITE OVER 

LibQUAL+®? AN ANALYSIS OF CONFIDENCE INTERVALS,  

ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERRORS, AND BIAS 

The LibQUAL+® protocol offers libraries the possibility to understand their performance 

and address users’ concerns and opinions of service quality. The Association of Research 

Libraries (ARL) offers the LibQUAL+® protocol services to institutions that choose to survey 

their library users’ minimum, perceived, and desired levels of service quality on three factors: 

affect of service (AS), information control (IC), and library as place (LP). Between the years 

2000 and 2012, more than 1,200 organizations have used the LibQUAL+® instrument to assess 

service quality of libraries totaling more than 1,300,000 complete surveys (Green & Kyrillidou, 

2012). LibQUAL+® contains 22 core items, each measured on three ranks of library service 

quality – minimum, perceived, and desired scores. In pursuit of a more parsimonious alternative 

to LibQUAL+® (long version), Kyrillidou (2009) studied the performance of LibQUAL+® Lite 

- a shorter version. The Lite version collects information about 22 core items using a randomized 

matrix sampling method, so each respondent answers only 8 of the 22 core items per rank. 

Therefore, there are 14 un-administered items per rank per participant. In the Lite version, three 

items (i.e., one from each factor, AS, IC, and LP) from each rank are answered by all 

respondents. These items are referred to as fixed items for the remainder of this study. Five more 

items (hereafter called randomized items) per rank are randomly distributed among respondents 

(i.e., two from AS, two from IC, and one from LP). Based partially on effect size analyses (η2 ≤ 

1.16%), Kyrillidou (2009) concluded that the Lite version could assess service quality as 

effectively as the longer version. Advantages of the Lite version included higher percentage of 

complete surveys (i.e., 3.1 to 10.6% more) and lesser burden on respondents in terms of time 
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required for completion [M = 418 seconds (SD = 480) for Lite, and M = 659 seconds (SD = 621) 

for the long version] (Kyrillidou, 2009). The ARL offers the possibility of administering a 

combination of Lite and long surveys.  

Although Kyrillidou (2009, p. 161) concluded that, “Scores between long and Lite are 

deemed equivalent and can be aggregated,” measurement invariance between Lite and long 

versions needs to be established before the scores can be deemed equivalent. Measurement 

invariance analysis using confirmatory factor analysis would require multiple imputation for the 

missing data. Because the Lite version contains more than 50% missing data, multiple 

imputation would be appropriate only if the statistics (i.e., perceived means, standard deviations 

from perceived scores, adequacy and superiority gap, rs, and polychoric correlation coefficients 

from perceived scores) of the planned missing data are adequately comparable to that of the 

complete data. The present study explores the extent to which different combinations of long and 

Lite versions capture the statistics of the original long version. Three long version datasets were 

used to simulate the Lite version’s randomized matrix sampling method by using pseudo-Lite 

and long datasets. Java 1.6 software program was used for the simulation. The original and 

pseudo-Lite and long datasets’ statistics from perceived scores were analyzed using 95% CIs and 

orthogonal planned contrasts (i.e., effect size: η2) associated with parameter recovery statistics, 

such as root mean square errors (RMSEs) and bias (absolute and relative).  

Problem Statement 

Several studies have compared the LibQUAL+® and the LibQUAL+® Lite survey scores 

(Cook, Thompson, & Kyrillidou, 2010; Kyrillidou, 2009; Kyrillidou, Cook, & Thompson, 2010; 

Thompson, Kyrillidou, & Cook, 2009a, 2009b; Thompson & Kyrillidou, 2010, 2011). These 

studies have compared the scores of both instruments about issues such as: (a) percentile score 
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tables for both versions (Lite and long); (b) effect sizes (η2), CIs, and ANOVAs; (c) affect zone 

of tolerance boundaries; (d) equating scores between both versions; (e) response rate and time 

burden on participants; (f) reliability and validity of the Lite version scores; and (g) aggregating 

and disaggregating data (the Simpson’s paradox; discussed in the literature review section). 

Almost all of these studies have used different proportions of the Lite and long versions such as 

0.2:0.8, 0.5:0.5, and 0.7:0.3. Kyrillidou (2009) recommended a combination of 0.8:0.2 for Lite 

and long, respectively. The rationale is unclear as to why these percentages were selected. The 

aforementioned studies compared the Lite version scores to long version scores for data from 

different samples. This introduces possible error in the analysis because variations due to 

respondent ratings across samples are not accounted for. 

The present study compares statistics of the long version datasets with combinations of 

simulated Lite vs. long version datasets to investigate the accuracy in the estimates for each of 

these combinations. Given the aforementioned combinations from the Literature, the aim and 

unique contribution of this present study are systematic analyses followed by recommendation of 

the best possible combination of Lite vs. long versions that can be administered with minimal 

loss in accuracy. Additionally, the present study included statistics (i.e., adequacy, and 

superiority gaps, standard deviations from perceived scores, rs, and polychoric correlations from 

perceived scores) that have not been explored in the LibQUAL+®’s Literature (i.e., Lite and 

long version). Adequacy and superiority gaps are commonly used to assess libraries’ 

performance (see the Literature Review for more details), so the impact of different proportions 

of Lite and long versions would be helpful to decide which proportion would have the less 

impact on these gaps. The standard deviations of perceived scores were investigated in the 

present study because standard deviations are used by libraries to assess their LibQUAL+®’s 
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scores via ANOVA, and Cohen’s d, among others.  Pearson’s r and polychoric correlations from 

perceived scores were included because these statistics are useful to study the psychometric 

properties of the instrument (such as measurement invariance). It is important to know the 

impact of how well different proportions of Lite and long represent the true scores (by statistics) 

because no study has assessed the impact of different proportions of Lite and long versions on 

these coefficients through a systematic investigation of CIs and effect sizes, η2. 

Problems with Computing Correlations in Planned Missing Data 

Currently no study addresses how the use of proportions of Lite versus long impacts the 

calculations of the adequacy and superiority gaps, standard deviations from perceived scores, rs 

and polychoric correlations of perceived scores. The Lite version is a planned missing data 

design. Planned missing data are usually considered missing completely at random (MCAR; 

Rubin, 1976; Schafer & Graham, 2002). One problem with planned missing data designs is 

estimating correlations (Graham, Hofer, & Piccinin, 1994; Raghunathan, & Grizzle, 1995). 

Commonly used methods such as listwise and pairwise deletion work well under the assumption 

of missing completely at random, MCAR, (Enders, 2010). However, this deletion would reduce 

the data to less than 20% of its original sample size. This would restrict many analyses that could 

be conducted on the data. There will be much loss of information this way, considering the Lite 

version’s design. Through simulation, the present study explores the impact of using different 

proportions of Lite and long versions on recovering perceived means, adequacy and superiority 

gaps, standard deviations from perceived scores, rs and polychoric correlations from perceived 

scores under the assumption of MCAR.  
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Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the present study is to compare the statistics between the LibQUAL+® 

protocol (long version) vs. various combinations of long and simulated LibQUAL+® Lite. These 

statistics include perceived means, and adequacy and superiority gaps, standard deviations from 

perceived scores, Pearson’s r correlations from perceived scores, and polychoric correlations 

from perceived scores. Commonly used proportions of long vs. Lite versions were selected (i.e., 

0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2). Confidence intervals from the simulated datasets 

were used to assess if they captured the original statistics. Three parameter recovery statistics: 

root mean square errors (RMSE), and absolute and relative biases, were used. Orthogonal 

planned contrasts (effect size: η2) were conducted to identify the best combination of long and 

Lite versions among five combinations that led to minimal loss of information.  

Assumptions 

For all the analyses, the main assumption of this present study was that respondents 

would have answered the Lite and long version in the same way across the 22 core items. Thus, 

there was no effect of the length of the survey for participants. Other assumption of this present 

study was that the sequence in which items were presented did not have an effect on how 

participants responded to the LibQUAL+® Lite and long versions. This issue of item sequence 

has not been investigated yet in the Literature, so a study could cover how different sequences of 

items would affect responses. One more assumption was that the pseudo datasets’ ratios 

contained missing completely at random data (MCAR; Rubin, 1976). This assumption fitted the 

Lite version’s methodology, the randomized matrix sampling method. 
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Literature Review 

The LibQUAL+® protocol is used to solicit feedback from users to improve library 

service quality (Green & Kyrillidou, 2012). LibQUAL+® has its origins in the SERVQUAL 

instrument (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1988) which is a popular tool for assessing service 

quality using gap theory. Both instruments assess perceptions and expectations of users to 

calculate gaps in service quality, other things being equal. Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 

(1985) explained the difficulty of assessing service quality which has three characteristics: 

intangibility, heterogeneity, and inseparability of production and consumption. Therefore, they 

proposed to measure service quality on various ranks such as minimum, perceived, desired 

scores (among others). The difference between scores on these ranks indicates a gap in service 

quality. For example, the difference between perceived and minimum service quality is called 

the adequacy gap and between perceived and desired is called the superiority gap.  This concept 

was originally used in the SERVQUAL which assessed service quality in the private sector. In 

fact, several studies deem the gaps in service more important than the individual scores (e.g. 

Landrum, Prybutok, Zhang, & Peak, 2009). 

Gap theory and SERVQUAL were adapted to measure library service quality using the 

LibQUAL+® protocol which covered more issues regarding library’s scope of services 

(Association of Research Libraries, ARL, 2012). The recommendation for libraries is to have 

perceived mean scores above the minimum mean scores (i.e. a positive adequacy gap) and 

perceived mean scores as close as possible to the desired mean scores (i.e. a minimal superiority 

gap, Green & Kyrillidou, 2012). Using the information generated by these gaps, library staff 

would consider measurement to adjust their service performance for continuous improvement. 
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The ARL provides information on these gaps to participating libraries to compare across 

libraries. In short, these gaps serve as an indicator of service performance of a library.       

From LibQUAL+®, a new version of this survey, LibQUAL+® Lite, was introduced in 

2010 (Green & Kyrillidou, 2012). Kyrillidou (2009, p. 17) defined the Lite version as:    

… a survey methodology in which (a) all users answer a few, selected survey questions 
(i.e., three core items), but (b) the remaining survey questions are answered ONLY by a 
randomly-selected subsample of the users. Thus, (c) data are collected on all questions, 
but (d) each user answers fewer questions, thus shortening the required response time. 
 

Kyrillidou (2009) studied (using experimental design) the Lite and long versions for more than 

10,000 library users from 14 institutions, whose responses were collected during Spring 2008, 

Fall 2008, and 2009 Spring. There were two phases: the pilot (four institutions participated), and 

the beta (10 institutions). For the analyses, the perceived scores of both phases were combined: 

(a) to investigate if the Lite version was an improvement from the long one in terms of reduced 

completion time and higher completion rate; and (b) to compare statistics between the long and 

the Lite version using effect size (η2) and confidence intervals. The means for the Lite and long 

version were respectively 418 seconds (SD = 480), and 659 seconds (SD = 621). Also, the 

completion rates were 3.1 to 10.6% greater for the Lite version than the long one. Kyrillidou 

(2009, p. 138) concluded from this time reduction and the increment in completion rate that, 

“LibQUAL+® Lite is clearly a remarkable improvement in terms of both time efficiency and 

maximizing the value of respondents’ time.” No statistical analyses or effect sizes calculations 

for time and rate completion comparisons between the Lite and long versions were conducted in 

the aforementioned study. 

During the pilot phase, three institutions set the percentage for the Lite version at 50% 

and one at 70%. During the beta phase, two institutions set the Lite version at 20% and 70%, and 

eight of them set it at 50%. Kyrillidou (2009) declared that the long forms (100% long) may be 
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useful only when the libraries want data from all respondents on all items. It seemed that these 

combinations of Lite and long were set at the discretion of the 14 participating libraries.  

After some initial analyses, she suggested that libraries may find it useful to get a local 

baseline of the LibQUAL+® Lite implementation by selecting a 0.8:0.2 combination of Lite and 

long versions accordingly for the first year. She also suggested how to convert Lite score into 

long (these formulas for converting scores are explained later). Unfortunately, this 

recommendation of using 0.8:0.2 was not justified by a quantitative analysis. 

Kyrillidou (2009) also conducted one and two-way ANOVAs between the Lite and long 

versions. The comparisons of these one-way ANOVAs were between seven means. This 

included the overall score (an average of the 22 core items) for the three dimensions, an average 

of the items for affect of service (AS), information control (IC), and library as place (LP), and 

the three fixed items (i.e., one item per dimension, and these items were answered by all 

respondents of both versions). Two-way ANOVAs compared the same means but included user 

group (i.e., undergraduate, graduate student, and faculty) a second independent variable. 

Although Kyrillidou (2009) found statistically significant results with the one and two-

way ANOVAs, she acknowledged that the large sample size could have been the cause of this 

(e.g., Cohen, 1988; Natesan & Thompson, 2007). Therefore, she calculated η2 to estimate the 

variance in the dependent variables due to the independent variables (Lite vs. long; and 

undergraduates, graduate student, vs. faculty). The effect sizes were small (η2 ≤ 1.16%). The η2 

effect size guidelines by Cohen (1988) are small (1%), medium (6%), and large (14%). 

Therefore, she reported that the length of the survey (Lite or long) had no medium or big effect 

size in the way participants responded to the either survey. According to her study, the Lite form: 

(1) improved participation rates, (2) improved response times, and (3) obtained at least as good 
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quality scores as one may expect from the long protocol (if not slightly better due to increased 

response). Therefore the scores between long and Lite forms were deemed equivalent.  

Using the same data, another study (Thompson et al., 2009a) suggested some linear 

formulae to transform Lite scores into long ones and vice versa. Thompson et al. (2009a) found 

no virtual difference between both protocols and declared that as evidence had been 

accumulating, the Lite version’s performance was beneficial. Notwithstanding, the comparability 

of the two versions’ scores remained a question beyond a sample of more than four institutions 

and more languages (Thompson et al., 2009a).  

A different study about the Lite and long versions, Kyrillidou et al. (2010) focused on the 

minimum and desired scores, which are part of what is called tolerance zones (i.e., difference 

between the minimum and perceived scores (adequacy gap); and perceived and desired scores 

(superiority gap). Kyrillidou et al. (2010) used data (n = 13,383) from 16 institutions around the 

world) with the same seven variables as Kyrillidou (2009). These variables included the overall 

score, scores on the three dimensions, and scores on the three fixed items. Confidence intervals 

(CI) were calculated for the means of the Lite and long version for the minimum and desired 

scores. Since the 95% CIs overlapped to a certain extent, Kyrillidou et al. (2010) concluded that 

means were comparable for the minimum and desired scores. Effect sizes (Cohen’s d) ranged 

from small to almost medium for items on minimum (from 0.03 to 0.49) and desired (from 0.01 

to 0.47) ranks. Kyrillidou et al. (2010) found that the minimum and desired scores for IC and LP 

were lower for the Lite version. She explained these lower scores using substantive reasoning 

that the participant samples for the Lite version may have included more people who were less 

satisfied with library service quality. On the other hand, the participants were randomly 

administered the Lite or long version, so these two groups were assumed to be equal. There was 
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no evidence in support of the substantive reason. The Cohen’s d coefficients (effect sizes ≈ 0.50) 

were not discussed, and they could have interpreted as an indication that Lite and long scores 

could not have been comparable for this study. This warrants further investigation of the 

comparability of the scores from the two versions. 

 Other Lite vs. long version study (Cook et al., 2010) was an exploration of the item 

sampling strategy and its impact on developing a percentile rank norms table for LibQUAL+®. 

Cook et al. (2010) described the objective that scores across the two protocols would be 

sufficiently similar to use one norm table for both protocols because the scores of both 

instruments were reasonably comparable. This study seemed to use the same sample as that of 

the Kyrillidou et al. (2010) study, although this was not mentioned. 

A Lite-long version study (Thompson et al., 2010) used the same sample as above to 

assess the psychometric properties of the Lite version. The percentage of Lite version used in the 

study was set by the participating libraries (from 50 to 90%). The reliability and validity of the 

scores were assessed using Cronbach’s alpha and Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA). 

Cronbach’s alpha is a measure of internal consistency which is one aspect of reliability. The EFA 

for the Lite version was conducted with varimax-rotated pattern/structure coefficients from a 

principal components analysis. The expected three-factor structure held for the Lite version 

similar to the long version. Therefore, they concluded that the Lite and long versions were 

comparable with the advantage of lesser time burden on the respondents without sacrificing the 

data in the Lite version. 

Thompson et al. (2010) conducted EFA on some Lite and long surveys’ scores using 

Pearson’s r correlations. However, research has shown that polychoric correlations are more 

consistent and robust estimators of a population’s correlations for ordinal data (e.g., Jöreskog & 
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Sörborn, 1996). Holgado-Tello, Chacón-Moscoso, Barbero-García, and Vila-Abad (2008) 

provided more evidence in favor of polychoric over Pearson’s r correlations by finding that 

polychoric correlations reproduced the measurement model more accurately. Polychoric 

correlations are the correlations between the underlying latent continuous variables that are 

measured on ordinal scales (e.g., Likert scale; Osborne, 2010). Given these findings and 

recommendations, polychoric correlations were also investigated in this present study.  

In another study of the Lite-long version, Thompson et al. (2009b) showed a description 

of matrix sampling with the intention to reduce the burden on survey participants. Matrix 

sampling was described as a methodology to collect information about all the items of a survey 

without having every participant respond to every single item. No rationale was stated for 

assigning the proportions of the Lite version that this study administered. The study concluded 

that the matrix sampling strategies for administering randomly selected items from a larger item 

pool to a given survey participant has many advantages such as fewer time demands and higher 

survey completion rates.  

In their study, Thompson and Kyrillidou (2011) showed how a set of Canadian libraries 

that had used the long and Lite version had different score means for these two protocols when 

the data was disaggregated by university, user group, and by dimension (i.e., AS, IC, and LP). 

However, one has to be careful about how to interpret the score means of the Lite and long 

version when data is aggregated. Thus, the statistics used in the present study were disaggregated 

by dataset to avoid results that could be different at the aggregate level.     

The Lite version’s methodology (randomized matrix sampling method) could be 

classified as planned missing data, specifically missing completely at random (MCAR; Rubin, 

1976). Under the assumption of MCAR, the missing values are ignorable. Regardless of being 
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MCAR, when datasets are used in programs, such as SPSS or LISREL, the assumption is a 

complete dataset. Schafer and Graham (2002) noted that although missingness is usually a 

nuisance, handling missingness is important because lack of attention may lead to biased and 

unreliable estimates. Among these common methods for editing data, listwise and pairwise 

deletion are acceptable under the MCAR assumption (Enders, 2010). For imputation, Enders 

(2010), and Schafer and Graham (2002) recommended Maximum Likelihood, Multiple 

imputation, and Bayesian methods under MCAR and MAR. According to Enders (2010), these 

three imputation methods have been effective in reducing bias when datasets have missed up to 

30% of values. In fact, Kyrillidou (2009) recommended further investigation to identify the 

imputation methods that would be more appropriate for estimating the planned missing values in 

the Lite version. The Lite version missing scores could be considered under the assumption of 

MCAR because of their planned missingness. The problem, however, is the applicability of 

multiple imputations to a 100% Lite-version dataset because a 100% Lite version may be 

missing up to 65% of the data (this is assuming that no data is missing at random due to non-

response). Another problem with a planned missing data design is estimating correlations when 

some of the respondents do not answer a pair of items for the correlations (Graham, Hofer, & 

Piccinin, 1994; Raghunathan, & Grizzle, 1995). Therefore, dealing with missing data using well 

known techniques such as multiple imputation was not practical for a completely 100% Lite 

version dataset.  

In sum, the LibQUAL+® Lite instrument has been deemed a feasible alternative to the 

long version (Kyrillidou, 2009). Despite the benefits of the Lite version (i.e., lesser burden and 

more complete surveys), Thompson et al. (2009b) recommended more studies to find more 

supportive evidence for the equivalence between the scores from the Lite and long versions. The 
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present study explores this issue of comparability using statistical simulation because the 

variation between the Lite and long versions in the simulation occurs only due to the missingness 

and not sample variation or any other sources of variation.  

Confidence Intervals’ Research Questions 

 To what extent do the confidence intervals of the perceived means of the simulated data 

capture the perceived means of the original 22 core items’ ones for combinations of the Lite 

and long versions (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)? 

 To what extent do the confidence intervals of the adequacy gap  means of the simulated data 

capture the adequacy gap means of the original 22 core items’ ones for combinations of the 

Lite and long versions (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)? 

 To what extent do the confidence intervals of the superiority gap means of the simulated data 

capture the superiority gap means of the original 22 core items’ ones for combinations of the 

Lite and long versions (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)? 

 To what extent do the confidence intervals of the standard deviations of the simulated data 

capture the standard deviations of the original 22 core items’ ones for combinations of the 

Lite and long versions (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)? 

 To what extent do the confidence intervals of the Pearson product-moment correlation 

Coefficients of the simulated data capture the Pearson’s r correlations of the original 22 core 

items’ ones for combinations of the Lite and long versions (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, 

and 0.8:0.2)? 

 To what extent do the confidence intervals of the polychoric correlation coefficients of the 

simulated data capture the polychoric correlations of the original 22 core items’ ones for 

combinations of the Lite and long versions (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)? 
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Effect Sizes’ Research Questions 

 Which combination of the Lite and long versions gives the best solution between percentage 

of missing data and loss of information as measured by the root mean square error, absolute 

bias, and relative bias of perceived means between the original and simulated datasets 

(0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)?  

 Which combination of the Lite and long versions gives the best solution between percentage 

of missing data and loss of information as measured by the root mean square error, absolute 

bias, and relative bias of adequacy gap means between the original and simulated datasets 

(0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)?  

 Which combination of the Lite and long versions gives the best solution between percentage 

of missing data and loss of information as measured by the root mean square error, absolute 

bias, and relative bias of superiority gap means between the original and simulated datasets 

(0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)?  

 Which combination of the Lite and long versions gives the best solution between percentage 

of missing data and loss of information as measured by the root mean square error, absolute 

bias, and relative bias of standard deviations between the original and simulated datasets 

(0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)?  

 Which combination of the Lite and long versions gives the best solution between percentage 

of missing data and loss of information as measured by the root mean square error, absolute 

bias, and relative bias of the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the original and 

simulated datasets (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)? 

 Which combination of the Lite and long versions gives the best solution between percentage 

of missing data and loss of information as measured by the root mean square error, absolute 
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bias, and relative bias of the polychoric correlation coefficients between the original and 

simulated datasets (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)? 

Methodology 

During the spring semesters of 2005, 2007, and 2009 a US public university library 

system staff extended an email invitation to all undergraduates, graduate students, faculty, and 

staff to participate in an on-line survey. The invitation explained that the results would help 

inform library staff about service quality performance in meeting users’ expectations. Originally, 

the sample sizes from these four years were: 2005, N = 525 (M = 803 seconds, SD = 4,421); 

2007, N = 3,261 (M = 789 seconds, SD = 5,537); and 2009, N = 2103 (M = 759 seconds, SD = 

5,089; see Table 1).  

Table 1 

Subgroups from the Years of 2005, 2007, and 2009 Samples 

Dataset Year 2005  2007  2009 

Subgroup N %  N %  N % 

Classification         

   Undergraduates 111 21.14  1,891 57.99  1,454 69.14 

   Graduate student 170 32.38  950 29.13  532 25.30 

   Faculty 140 26.67  225 6.9  85 4.04 

   Library staff 54 10.29  60 1.84  18 0.86 

   Staff 50 9.52  135 4.14  14 0.67 

Gender         

           Female 269 57.36  1,874 58.58  1,247 59.32 

           Male 200 42.64  1,325 41.42  855 40.68 

Age         

           < 18 years 0 0  71 222  27 1.28 

          18 - 22 78 16.63  1,260 39.36  1,037 49.33 

          23 - 30 111 23.67  924 28.87  588 27.97 

          31 - 45 152 32.41  618 19.31  309 14.70 

          46 - 65 119 25.37  312 9.75  135 6.42 

           > 65 years 9 1.92  16 0.5  6 0.29 
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Outliers were eliminated for the present study by using the same procedure as Kyrillidou (2009) 

did. Those participants’ time completion that took less than 120 seconds and more than two 

hours to complete the long or Lite versions was considered an outlier and deleted from all 

analyses. After eliminating the outliers, the datasets were: 2005, n = 511 (M = 601 seconds, SD = 

721); 2007, n = 3,172 (M = 641 seconds, SD = 608); and 2009, n = 2,052 (M = 624 seconds, SD 

= 662). The percentages of missing values were: 6.50% for 2005; 5.13% for 2007; and 5.26% for 

2009.  

Instrument 

The LibQUAL+® items are measured on a 9-point Likert scale (scale: 1 = low, and 9 = 

high), and each of the 22 core items are measured on users’ minimum, perceived, and desired 

levels of service quality. From the perceived scores, averages and standard deviations were 

obtained per item for the analyses. These 22 core items are indicators of one of the three factors: 

affect of service (AS), information control (IC), and library as place (LP). Affect of service 

contains nine items (AS1 - AS9) that measure the interaction between library user and library 

staff. Information control contains eight items (IC1 - IC8) that measure the accessibility to library 

resources. Library as place contains five items (LP1 - LP5) that measure the physical aspects of a 

library.  

For each of 22 core items, the difference between perceived and minimum scores is 

named the adequacy gap. In addition, the difference between perceived and desired scores is the 

superiority gap. These gaps (the adequacy and superiority gaps) were used as averages per item 

for the present study’s analyses. The adequacy gap is important for library’s performance 

because it indicates if a library’s performance would meet the library users’ minimum 

requirement when the average adequacy gap is positive, difference between perceived scores and 
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minimum ones (Green & Kyrillidou, 2012). On the contrary, when the adequacy gap is negative, 

this means that minimum requirements are not met, so the library should make adjustments to 

meet its users’ minimum expectations. Likewise, when a library’s performance is approaching 

the desired levels of library users, the superiority gap, difference between desired and perceived 

scores, would decrease (Green & Kyrillidou, 2012). In a similar way, when superiority gap is 

wide, a library should make adjustments to reduce this gap. These gaps also would help library 

staff to compare their library’s service performance and other libraries’ given information 

provided by the ARL after each LibQUAL+®’s administration.     

Simulation 

Using the Lite version’s randomized matrix sampling method, three fixed items: AS6, 

IC4, and LP1, and five items (randomized items) distributed randomly among respondents, Java 

1.6  was used to implement a program that created 1,000 pseudo datasets in different proportions 

of Lite and long versions (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2 respectively) from the 

LibQUAL+® 2005, 2007, and 2009 datasets (see Appendix A). The pseudo datasets contained 

22 core items with perceived scores, standard deviations from perceived and adequacy and 

superiority gap scores. Manually, the 1,000 pseudo datasets (i.e., for each of the four statistics) 

were averaged, and 95% CI were calculated (for standard deviations’ CIs, see Sheskin, 2004).  

Using Java 1.6, the original datasets (i.e., 2005, 2007, and 2009) were used to simulate 

1,000 pseudo datasets to calculate Pearson’s r correlation coefficients from the 22 core items of 

perceived scores (36 coefficients for the AS items; 28 for IC items, and 10 for LP) for each of the 

five combinations of Lite and long version administrations. For each proportion, the Pearson’s r 

coefficients were calculated per dataset and averaged across each combination and across the 

1,000 pseudo datasets. After the averaging process, confidence intervals were calculated from 
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these rs using Fisher’s r to z transformations (see Cumming, 2012). Pearson’s r coefficients were 

chosen because the scale was considered continuous, given that the items were measured on a 9-

point Likert scale. In contrast, studies have also shown that these very same datasets are non-

normal (Lane, Anderson, Ponce, & Natesan, 2012; Kieftenbeld & Natesan, 2013). Therefore, 

polychoric coefficients from perceived scores were also investigated using 95% CIs, root mean 

squared errors (RMSE), and biases. The polychoric analysis was performed utilizing the Java 

library org.rosuda.JRI, which enables Java programs to call any function in the R System (see 

Appendix B).  This was done in order to utilize the publicly available R library polychor, which 

provides the polychoric functions. In short, the polychoric correlations were initially calculated 

in the software R for the 2005, 2007, and 2009 datasets, and Java 1.6 collected the results. The 

polychoric correlation’s procedure was the same as the other statistics, except Java 1.6 only 100 

pseudo datasets were created (due to time intensive computation). Fisher’s r to z transformations 

were used as well for the polychoric correlation confidence intervals (for more information, refer 

Raykov & Marcoulides, 2011).  

Orthogonal Planned Contrasts 

Root mean squared errors (RMSE), and biases (absolute and relative) which are functions 

of measures of difference between the estimated and the true values, were computed for the 

means (perceived scores, and adequacy and superiority gaps), standard deviations (perceived 

scores), rs, and polychoric correlations from perceived scores (see Appendix C for formulae). 

Smaller values are desirable for RMSE and biases. Orthogonal planned contrasts were conducted 

to identify which proportion explained (η2) the most drop in accuracy (RMSE, biases). The 

dependent variables were RMSE and biases (absolute and relative), and ratio was the 

independent variable. Ratio indicated common combinations of the Lite and long surveys and 
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had five levels for Lite and long version respectively: 0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 

0.8:0.2. For RMSE and biases across all statistics, the orthogonal planned contrasts were 

conducted for each of these datasets (2005, 2007, and 2009) individually. The goal was to 

observe if the effect-size results were similar across each statistic and dataset. Four orthogonal 

planned contrasts were conducted:  

Cx: (Left hand side) vs. (Right hand side).    

 C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2). 

 C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2). 

 C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2). 

 C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2). 

The rationale for the planned contrasts’ sequence was to locate a possible sequence/ 

breaking point in the effect size coefficients (e.g., a sequence from largest to smallest: from C1 - 

C4) as well as a possible pattern across datasets and/or statistics as well. Cohen’s (1988) rule of 

thumb of 1% (small), 6% (medium), and 14% (large) was used to interpret the effect sizes, η2. 

Even though there are arguments against establishing thresholds for statistical analyses (Glass, 

McGaw, & Smith, 1981; Thompson, 2001, 2002, 2006b), these rules of thumb are used for the 

present study as a guideline and not strictly as cut-off values. Thus, effect sizes of medium size 

and above (η2 ≥ 6%) were considered important for the present study. Note that Kyrillidou 

(2009) and Kyrillidou et al. (2010) did not find effect sizes above medium (i.e., η2   = 6 % and 

Cohen’s d = 0.50 respectively).  

Confidence Intervals’ Results 

The first research question was: To what extent do the confidence intervals of the means 

(perceived scores) of the simulated data capture the means of the original 22 core items for 
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combinations of the Lite and long versions (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)? For 

the 2005, 2007, and 2009 datasets, the confidence intervals captured 100% of the original 

perceived means (see Figure 1).  

 

 
 
Figure 1. Each graph contains a different ratio, Lite:long: CIs for perception means for the 22 
items of affect of service (AS), information control (IC), and library as place (LP), 2005, 2007, 
and 2009 datasets; Standard Errors for the fixed items (AS6, IC4, and LP1) were so small that the 
upper and lower limits of confidence intervals were practically the same as the original 
corresponding means.  
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Although, it was expected that the ratio that had a higher percentage of the Lite version (e.g., 

0.8:0.2) would have a higher number of confidence intervals missing the original means, this did 

not happen. Therefore, it can be concluded that the percentage of missing data did not 

compromise the confidence intervals that contained the mean values of perceived scores across 

all datasets and combinations.  

The second research question was: To what extent do the confidence intervals of the 

adequacy gap’s means of the simulated data capture the adequacy gap’s means of the original 22 

core items for combinations of the Lite and long versions (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 

0.8:0.2)? Across all datasets, the confidence intervals captured 100% of the original adequacy 

gap means (see Figure 2). As with the case of perceived scores, it can be concluded that the 

percentage of missing data did not compromise the confidence intervals that contained the mean 

values of adequacy gaps across all datasets and all combinations as well. 

The third research question was: To what extent do the confidence intervals of the 

superiority gap means of the simulated data capture the superiority gap’s means of the original 

22 core items for combinations of the Lite and long versions (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, 

and 0.8:0.2)? The confidence intervals captured 100% of the original superiority gap mean 

values across all datasets and all the ratios (see Figure 3). The conclusion was the same as the 

mean of perceived scores and adequacy gap scores. The percentage of missing data did not 

compromise the confidence intervals. 
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Figure 2. Each graph contains a different ratio, Lite:long: 0:2:0.8, 0:4:0.6, 0:5:0.5, 0:6:0.4, and 
0:8:0.2. CIs for perception means for the 22 items of affect of service (AS), information control 
(IC), and library as place (LP), 2005, 2007, and 2009 datasets; Standard Errors for the fixed 
items (AS6, IC4, and LP1) were so small that the upper and lower limits of confidence intervals 
were practically the same as the original corresponding adequacy gap means. 
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Figure 3. Each graph contains a different ratio, Lite:long: 0:2:0.8, 0:4:0.6, 0:5:0.5, 0:6:0.4, and 
0:8:0.2. CIs for perception means for the 22 items of affect of service (AS), information control 
(IC), and library as place (LP), 2005, 2007, and 2009 datasets; Standard Errors for the fixed 
items (AS6, IC4, and LP1) were so small that the upper and lower limits of confidence intervals 
were practically the same as the original corresponding superiority gap means.  
 

The fourth research question was: To what extent do the confidence intervals of the 

standard deviations of the simulated data capture the standard deviations of the original 22 core 
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items for combinations of the Lite and long versions (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 

0.8:0.2)? The confidence intervals captured 100% of the original standard deviation values 

across the datasets and combinations (see Figure 4). In short, the confidence intervals were not 

compromised by the missing data. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4. Each graph contains a different ratio, Lite:long: 0:2:0.8, 0:4:0.6, 0:5:0.5, 0:6:0.4, and 
0:8:0.2. CIs for standard deviation from perception scores for the 22 items of affect of service 
(AS), information control (IC), and library as place (LP), 2005, 2007, and 2009 datasets.  
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The fifth research question was: To what extent do the confidence intervals of the 

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients of the simulated data capture the Pearson 

product-moment correlation coefficients of the original 22 core items for combinations of the 

Lite and long versions (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)? The results showed that 

the percentage of missing data did not compromise the confidence intervals.   

 

 

 
 
Figure 5. Each graph contains a different ratio, Lite:long: 0:2:0.8, 0:4:0.6, 0:5:0.5, 0:6:0.4, and 
0:8:0.2. CIs for Pearson’s r correlations from perception scores for the 22 items of affect of 
service (AS), information control (IC), and library as place (LP), 2005, 2007, and 2009 datasets.  
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The sixth research question was: To what extent do the confidence intervals of the 

polychoric correlation coefficients of the simulated data capture the polychoric correlations of 

the original 22 core items’ ones for combinations of the Lite and long versions (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 

0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)? The confidence intervals captured 100% of the original polychoric 

correlation values across the different five combinations of Lite and long versions and across the 

datasets (see Figure 6). This sixth question had the same results as the other five previous 

research questions. That is, the confidence intervals were not compromised by the percentage of 

missing data. 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Each graph contains a different ratio, Lite:long: 0:2:0.8, 0:4:0.6, 0:5:0.5, 0:6:0.4, and 
0:8:0.2. CIs for Polychoric correlations from perception scores for the 22 items of affect of 
service (AS), information control (IC), and library as place (LP), 2005, 2007, and 2009 datasets. 
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Effect Sizes’ Results 

The seventh research question was: Which combination of the Lite and long versions 

gives the best solution between percentage of missing data and loss of information as measured 

by the root mean square error, absolute bias, and relative bias of means (perceived scores) 

between the original and simulated datasets (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)?  For 

the three datasets (i.e., 2005, 2007, and 2009), the planned contrasts’ effect sizes (C1 - C4; see 

Tables 2, 3, and 4) from the RMSE values went from 0.18 to 3.54% (η2: considered small). For 

the absolute bias values, the planned contrasts’ results were difficult to interpret across datasets. 

The reason was that effect sizes were mostly small (η2 < 6%) and no pattern with medium to 

large effect sizes appeared across datasets. The exception was C4 (η2 = 6.98%) for the 2009 

dataset. Similarly for the relative bias values, the planned contrasts showed that effect sizes were 

mostly smaller than 6% (exceptions: C3 for 2005 and C4 for 2009) and no pattern with medium to 

large effect sizes across datasets appeared. An alternative interpretation was that, without 

considering the effect sizes in terms of magnitude (medium to large), there was a partial-

decreasing sequence/breaking point (from C1 - C3) for the effect sizes related to RMSE values  

across datasets. For both bias values, this decreasing-effect-size sequence appeared partially 

(from C1- C3) for the 2007 dataset. 

The eighth research question was: Which combination of the Lite and long versions gives 

the best solution between percentage of missing data and loss of information as measured by the 

root mean square error, absolute bias, and relative bias of adequacy gap’s means between the 

original and simulated datasets (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)? Although there 

were many medium (η2 = 6%) to large effect sizes (η2 = 14%) from the RMSE values, the 

breaking point was clear because planned contrast one (C1) was the highest across datasets (see 
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Tables 2, 3, and 4). C1 explained the maximum variance out of all the other planned contrasts. 

Besides, a decreasing sequence/breaking point appeared within each dataset (i.e., from large to 

medium effect sizes) for 2005 and 2007 (from C1 - C4) and for 2009 (from C1 - C3). This 

evidence confirmed that the adequacy gap scores were measured more accurately with the 20% 

Lite and 80% long version. This decreasing-effect-size pattern did not appear from the bias 

values even though there were some medium to large effect sizes.  

The ninth research question was: Which combination of the Lite and long versions gives 

the best solution between percentage of missing data and loss of information as measured by the 

root mean square error, absolute bias, and relative bias of superiority gap’s means between the 

original and simulated datasets (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)?  For the 

superiority gap and the RMSE values, planned contrast two (C2) explained the maximum 

variance for the 2005 and 2007 datasets whereas planned contrast one (C1) explained the 

maximum variance for the 2009 dataset (see Tables 2, 3, and 4). This variation could have been 

due to difference between gaps across the datasets. Nonetheless, it was safe to conclude that the 

long version administered to at least 60% of the participants was a more accurate option than the 

other ratios were when the superiority gap scores were involved. Bias analyses for the 2009 

datasets were worth mentioning because planned contrast one (C1) had medium size values but 

showed no pattern across datasets. 
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Table 2 

The 2005 Dataset and their Corresponding Effect Sizes, η2, by Statistic 

Independent Variables Dependent Variables 

Orthogonal Planned Contrasts RMSE Absolute Relative 

 η2  in % η2  in % η2  in % 

Perception Means    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) 3.54* 1.51         1.43 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)       2.06    5.81**  5.22* 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)       1.86    5.83**    6.02** 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2)       1.91          0.39         0.36 

Adequacy Gap    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)     19.64** 0.09 0.15 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  8.51** 0.36 0.04 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  6.46**   3.95* 1.87 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2) 5.51**    10.22**   4.11* 

Superiority Gap    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) 0.50          2.50 2.52 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) 64.17*  5.62*   5.01* 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)   2.62*          3.05 2.51 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2) 0.91          0.14 0.21 

Standard Deviations from Perception Scores    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)      22**  3.67*   3.68* 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  10.74**  15.61**   15.56** 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)    8.71**          0.51 0.61 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2)    8.19**      0.00008 0.01 

Pearson’s Correlations  from Perception Scores    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)    8.08**     3.43**   3.1** 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)    8.59**    13.81** 13.1** 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  12.82**   11.12**   11.01** 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2)      18**     8.76**  7.99** 

Polychoric Correlations  from Perception Scores    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  7.03*          0.55 0.35 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)        0.46     3.97**     3.72** 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)    3.57**    3.86**     3.86** 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2)    3.94**    5.14**     5.32** 
Note. *p < .05, and **p < .01.  
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Table 3 

The 2007 Dataset and their Corresponding Effect sizes, η2, by Statistic  

Independent Variables Dependent Variables 

Orthogonal Planned Contrasts RMSE Absolute Bias Relative Bias 

 η2  in % η2  in % η2  in % 

Perception Means    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) 0.32     5.80**    5.74** 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) 0.20 3.33   3.25* 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) 0.18 1.36 1.37 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2) 0.18 2.93 2.98 

Adequacy Gap     

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)   20.42**    8.41**    9.12** 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)     9.63**          0.07         0.10 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)     7.22**          0.42    6.75** 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2)     6.88**  14.80**   6.14** 

Superiority Gap     

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)    1.98** 3.75*  4.65* 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  73.13**         0.36         0.40 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)        0.08         0.16 0.32 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2)   1.57** 0.004 0.02 

Standard Deviations from Perception Scores    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  10.76**         0.09 0.06 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)    8.06**         4.52*  4.53* 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  0.45*  4.95**  4.81* 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2)  3.76* 12.82**   13.40** 

Pearson’s Correlations  from Perception Scores    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)   4.46**         0.12 0.17 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) 4.6** 1.06*   1.13* 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  6.89** 1.12*   1.11* 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2)       0.24   7.10**     7.29** 

Polychoric Correlations  from Perception Scores    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  7.54**         0.83 0.34 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)       1.73*         0.18 0.21 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)       0.98*         1 0.96 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2)       5.8**         0.82          0.7 
Note. *p < .05, and **p < .01.  
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Table 4 

The 2009 Dataset and their Corresponding Effect Sizes, η2, by Statistic  

Independent Variables Dependent Variables 

Orthogonal Planned Contrasts RMSE Absolute Bias Relative Bias 

 η2  in % η2  in % η2  in % 

Perception Means    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) 0.71 2.68 2.52* 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) 0.41   3.47* 3.58* 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) 0.35   3.16* 3.20* 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2) 0.38   6.98* 6.65* 

Adequacy Gap     

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)   20.92** 2.55 2.72* 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)    9.49** 0.91 1.04* 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)   7.17**    13.10** 14.64** 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2)  7.36**    3.94* 4.94* 

Superiority Gap     

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) 56.53**    10.20**  7.33** 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  4.80**    3.14*        2.76 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)       0.22  0.18        0.19 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2) 7.96**  0.81        0.71 

Standard Deviations from Perception Scores    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)     11.41** 0.39        0.38 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)       6.43**     7.67** 7.74** 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) 5.53** 0.70        0.76 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2) 5.96**     7.29** 7.77** 

Pearson’s Correlations from Perception Scores    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) 13.12** 0.58        0.59 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  5.90** 0.21        0.09 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  3.23**     3.70**        3** 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2)  0.44**    31.48**      31.07** 

Polychoric Correlations from Perception Scores    

C1: (0.2:0.8) vs. (0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)  8.51**   1.28*        1.19* 

C2:  (0.2:0.8 and 0.4:0.6) vs. (0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)       0.002     3.13** 3.6** 

C3: (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, and 0.5:0.5) vs. (0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)       0.41   1.37* 1.32* 

C4: (0.2:80, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, and 0.6:0.4) vs. (0.8:0.2)       0.76     3.23**   3.16** 
Note. *p < .05, and **p < .01.  
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The tenth research question was: Which combination of the Lite and long versions gives 

the best solution between percentage of missing data and loss of information as measured by the 

root mean square error, absolute bias, and relative bias of standard deviations (perceived scores) 

between the original and simulated datasets (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2)? For 

the RMSE values, C1 (η2 ≥ 10.76) had the highest effect size (see Tables 2, 3, and 4) across the 

datasets. The 20% Lite and 80% long proportion was again reasonably accurate in capturing the 

original standard deviations. Besides, a decreasing effect-size sequence/breaking point was 

present for the 2005 (C1 – C4), and for 2007 and 2009 datasets (C1 - C3). On the other hand for 

the biases values, there was no clear pattern of effect sizes across datasets. Some planned 

contrast indicated that effect sizes for C2 (2005), C3 (2007), or C2 and C4 (2009) were more 

accurate, but this inconsistency across datasets makes it difficult to elaborate a coherent 

interpretation across the three datasets. However, it is clear that any ratio other than 80% Lite 

and 20% long reflected the original results more accurately.    

The eleventh research question was: Which combination of the Lite and long versions 

gives the best solution between percentage of missing data and loss of information as measured 

by the root mean square error, absolute bias, and relative bias of the Pearson’s correlation 

coefficients between the original and simulated datasets (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 

0.8:0.2)? From the RMSE values, the planned contrasts had some medium to large effect sizes 

(see Table 2, 3, and 4). Still, these effect sizes were difficult to interpret because they were not 

consistent across datasets, e.g., 2005 (C4: highest effect size), 2007 (C3), and 2009 (C1). 

Similarly for the two types of bias analyses, there were some effect sizes (η2 ≥ 6%), but some 

inconsistencies appeared for the datasets 2005 (C2), 2007 (C4), and 2009 (C4). The effect sizes 

for the 2007 and 2009 datasets coincided that contrast four (C4) had the maximum of variance 
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explained; therefore, the ratio (80 % Lite and 20% long) did not capture the original values like 

the rest of ratios did.  

The twelfth research question was: Which combination of the Lite and long versions 

gives the best solution between percentage of missing data and loss of information as measured 

by the root mean square error, absolute bias, and relative bias of the polychoric correlation 

coefficients between the original and simulated datasets (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 

0.8:0.2)? For the RMSE values, the planned contrast one (C1: η2 ≥ 6%) was the highest across 

datasets for the polychoric correlations (see Tables 2, 3, and 4). The planned contrast one (C1) 

explained the maximum variance out of the other planned contrasts, which meant that the ratio 

(20% Lite and 80% long) captured more accurately the original values. This evidence from the 

polychoric correlations’ RMSE scores coincided with the adequacy gap and standard deviation 

from perceived scores across datasets. Likewise, these polychoric correlations’ effect sizes 

(RMSE scores) coincided with the 2009 dataset (i.e., superiority gap and Pearson’s r). For both 

biases across datasets, the planned contrasts’ effect sizes were below 6%, so they were not 

interpreted. 

Discussion 

The first six research questions dealt with the 95% CIs for perceived means, adequacy 

and superiority gap means, standard deviations of perceived scores, rs and polychoric 

correlations of perceived scores. These confidence intervals captured 100% of the original values 

for these aforementioned statistics across the datasets (2005, 2007, and 2009) as well as across 

the ratios (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2). The margin of error (distance between a 

mean and a limit) increased with the number of Lite respondents (e.g., from 20% to 40% and 

etc.). In the present study, since this standard error was increasing as the ratio of Lite survey 
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respondents increased, this might have an impact on the stability of the point estimates because 

higher standard errors indicate more instability for point estimates (Thompson, 2008).  

Kyrillidou (2009) used 95% CIs and Kyrillidou et al. (2010) compared confidence 

intervals between the Lite and long version for minimum and desired scores. The latter study 

showed that confidence intervals between Lite and long version overlapped for these statistics 

and the conclusion was that means were comparable. The confidence interval results of the 

present study were similar as well to these two studies by Kyrillidou (2009) and by Kyrillidou et 

al. (2010).  

The present study differs from those in the Literature because: (a) it disaggregated and 

compared the five different ratios commonly used in the Literature (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 

0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) with the 100% long version using CIs, RMSEs, and biases; (b) unlike other 

studies that consolidated 22 core items into seven variables, all 22 core items were used to 

calculate CIs; (c) unlike other studies that considered only minimum and desired scores, the 

present study investigated adequacy and superiority gaps; (d) specifically recovery of polychoric 

correlations were considered to aid future researchers in multivariate and structural equation 

modeling-type analyses; and (e) it used a systematic simulation of the Lite version (randomized 

matrix sampling) as a reliable, simple, and economic way to produce and compare the scores of 

one thousand samples for each ratio of Lite and long versions.  

The second set of research questions (from the 7th to the 12th) covered orthogonal planned 

contrasts (see Table 2, 3, and 4) and their corresponding effect sizes, η2, for means, adequacy and 

superiority gap, standard deviations, Pearson rs, and polychoric correlations, all from perceived 

scores. These effect sizes were used to observe how different ratios of the Lite and long version 

affect the accuracy between the original and the pseudo datasets’ statistics. Four orthogonal 
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planned contrasts were selected to examine how the effect size, η2, would change as the 

proportion of the Lite:long would increase across planned contrasts.   

Previous studies have focused on effect sizes for perceived, minimum and desired scores, 

(i.e., η2 and Cohen’s d; Kyrillidou, 2009, and Kyrillidou et al., 2010, respectively). The results of 

the present study are in agreement with the Literature with respect to statistics on perceived 

means and effect size, η2. Almost one third of the effect sizes from the planned contrasts (62 / 

216; see Tables 2, 3, and 4) were above medium size (η2 ≥ 6%) across all parameter recovery 

statistics. Forty four percent (32 / 72) of the effect sizes of the RMSE values were at least 

medium. Very few comparisons had at least medium effect sizes (η2 ≥ 6%) for both biases (11 / 

72 for each type). This leaves the interpretation difficult especially if the recommendations from 

the results are not aligned with each other.   

For the RMSE values, the effect size results for perceived means were mostly small (η2 ≈ 

1%), but for the bias values, there were few effect sizes above medium size (η2 ≥ 6%) for the 

2005 (C3) and 2009 datasets (C4). For these bias analyses, this variation may be due to difference 

between perceived scores across the datasets. This shows that any of the five ratios (0.2:0.8, 

0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) captured the original perceived means. This coincides with 

some conclusions of Kyrillidou (2009) who said that the Lite version could assess service quality 

as effectively as the longer based partially on small effect sizes (η2 ≤ 1.16%). Having these 

effect-size results, the recommendations for libraries is to use any of the five ratios described in 

this present study (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2) when the statistic of interest is 

perceived means.  

The effect size results were different for some of the other statistics (see Tables 2, 3, and 

4). For RMSEs of the adequacy gap, standard deviations and polychoric correlations of 
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perceived scores planned contrast one (C1) explained the maximum variation for all the datasets, 

and a partial decreasing sequence/breaking point (C1- C4) within some datasets. These RMSE-

effect-size results contradicted Kyrillidou’s (2009) results. The proportion of the Lite:long 

version had an effect (from medium to large) on the accuracy of the statistics. Thus, if libraries 

staff would have an interest on adequacy gap, standard deviations, or polychoric correlations of 

perceived scores, the recommendations is to use not more than 20% Lite version and 80% long 

version. This result is especially important if librarians would want to run exploratory and/or 

confirmatory factor analyses and structural equation modeling with polychoric correlations of 

perceived scores. For the bias analyses, even though there were some medium to large effect 

sizes (η2 ≥ 6%), these did not appear across datasets and statistics. Therefore, an interpretation of 

these effect sizes based on bias cannot be generalizable.  

For the rest of the statistics (superiority gap, and Pearson’s r correlations), the planned 

contrast one (C1) related to RMSE values appeared for only the 2009 dataset with medium to 

large effect sizes. None of the other planned contrasts (C2, C3, and C4) showed a pattern either 

across the datasets. This lack of consistency across datasets makes it difficult to reach a 

conclusion and, make a recommendation, due to obvious lack of generalizability. For the biases, 

the effect sizes for the superiority gap were mostly small (η2 ≤ 5.62) for the 2005 and 2007 

datasets. For the 2009 datasets, C1 explained the most variance in bias. 

These results show evidence that some ratios of Lite:long did not reflect the original 

values accurately. Especially when the proportion of Lite administration was high, statistics such 

as adequacy gaps, standard deviations, and polychoric correlations were compromised. 

Consequently, a present study’s conclusion coincided with Thompson et al. (2009) in 

questioning the idea of the comparability of the two versions’ scores, which still remained.  
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The recommendations for using different proportions differ based on the planned 

analyses and purpose of LIBQUAL+® administration. Because the different combinations of 

ratios of the Lite and long version did not compromise the CIs, when libraries are most interested 

in gathering data to obtain descriptive statistics, any of these combinations may be used. 

However, if the purpose of the library is to conduct advanced statistical analyses such as factor 

analysis or structural equation modeling, a combination of 20% Lite and 80% long is 

recommended. The first limitation of this analysis was that there were only five ratios and there 

was the possibility to have many different combinations of the Lite and long versions. Therefore, 

the ratio 0.2:0.8 should not be taken as the optimal combination (among all possible numerical 

combinations) of the Lite and long version, but as a guideline or a recommendation when the 

common combinations are discussed (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2). The second 

limitation is that it seems there may be some sampling variability across time points (hence the 

variation in results across years). This affected the generalizability of results because (for 

example) sometimes C1 explained the most variance for RMSE of a statistic in 2005 versus C2 

explained the most variance for the same in 2007. Therefore, the most conservative of the 

estimates was recommended. 

Future Research 

The performance of imputation methods such as multiple imputation methods, maximum 

likelihood, or MCMC need to be thoroughly investigated for MCAR planned missing data. Other 

research venue would be a study to test measurement invariance for LibQUAL+® among two 

different versions the Lite and long version using a structural equation modeling framework. A 

confirmatory factor analysis study could analyze configural, metric, scalar and error variance 

invariance across the two versions and four years (LibQUAL+® from 2005, 2007, and 2009 and 
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LibQUAL+® Lite, about 20%, and long combination). When the assumption of invariance is not 

met, the items of the scale would not represent in a similar way the same latent (Kieftenbeld & 

Natesan, 2013; Tucker, Ozer, Lyubomirsky, & Boehm, 2006). In the case of LibQUAL+®, 

invariance would indicate if these constructs (AS, IC, and LP) are represented identically across 

the versions. 

Conclusions 

The confidence intervals from the pseudo datasets captured the parameters of the original 

ones for means, adequacy and superiority gap means, standard deviations, rs, and polychoric 

correlations for the perceived means. These findings were in agreement with Kyrillidou (2009) 

and Kyrillidou et al. (2010). The effect size analyses indicated that the combination of 20% Lite 

and 80% long was the best option in terms of accuracy to reflect the original values across 

adequacy gap, standard deviations, and polychoric correlations of the perceived scores. These 

recommendations differ from Kyrillidou’s (2009). However, RMSEs indicate that a combination 

of 20:80 or maybe lower percentage of Lite:long version would be preferable among some of the 

ratios most commonly used in the Literature (0.2:0.8, 0.4:0.6, 0.5:0.5, 0.6:0.4, and 0.8:0.2).  This 

is especially important if the underlying latent variable for the Likert-scale items needs to be 

adequately recovered (based on polychoric correlations). Therefore, the recommendation for 

librarians who use LibQUAL+® would be to select the proportion of 20% Lite and 80% long 

when some statistics (adequacy gaps, standard deviations, and polychoric correlation 

coefficients) are of vital importance for their customer service’s evaluation and research 

interests. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE LANGUAGE, JAVA 1.6, TO CREATE PSEUDO DATASETS FOR MEANS, 

ADEQUACY AND SUPERIORITY GAPS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS  

AND PEARSON PRODUCT-CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
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package survey; 
import java.io.BufferedWriter; 
import java.io.FileWriter; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import survey.utils.*; 
public class LibqualAnalysis { 
public static final double[] SAMPLE_RATIOS = { 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 }; 
public static final int SAMPLE_INSTANCES = 1000; 
public static final int NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS = 22; 
public static final String OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX = "sample"; 
public static final String OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX_PEARSON = "pearson"; 
public static final String OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX_PEARSON_AVG = "pearson_average"; 
public static final String OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX_PEARSON_COL = "pearson_columnar"; 
public static final String OUTPUT_FILE_AVERAGE = "average_in_samples"; 
public static final String OUTPUT_FILE_STANDARD_DEVIATION = "std_deviations_in_samples"; 
public static void main(String[] args) {// Variable declarations String fileName = args[0]; String outputId = args[1]; 
String[][] responses; double pearsonCorrelationAverage[][]; 
BufferedWriter outPearsonsCol = null; BufferedWriter outAverage = null; BufferedWriter outStdDevs = null; 
// Check parameters if (args.length < 2) {System.out .println("Usage: java survey.LibqualAnalysis inputFileName 
outputId"); System.exit(-1);} // Read file // This reads a Comma separated file, with a specified number of 
// columns. // It loads into an array of arrays of strings. Non values will contain // the "null" value. 
responses = SurveyHelper.loadResponses(fileName, NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS); // This loop goes through each 
ratio defined in SAMPLE_RATIOS for (int sampleRatioNumber = 0; sampleRatioNumber < 
SAMPLE_RATIOS.length; sampleRatioNumber++) {// Initialize pearson's correlation average for this sample ratio; 
pearsonCorrelationAverage = new double[NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS][NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS]; // Create 
Persons file in Columnar form for this sample Ratio try {outPearsonsCol = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter( 
OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX_PEARSON_COL + "(" + outputId + ")" + "_ratio_" + SAMPLE_RATIOS 
[sampleRatioNumber] + ".csv")); } catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();} // Create file for Average of every 
question in current sample // Ratio. try {outAverage = new BufferedWriter(new 
FileWriter( OUTPUT_FILE_AVERAGE + "(" + outputId + ")" + "_ratio_" + 
SAMPLE_RATIOS[sampleRatioNumber] + ".csv"));} catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();} // Create file 
for Standard deviations in current sample ratio 
try {outStdDevs = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(OUTPUT_FILE_STANDARD_DEVIATION + "(" + 
outputId + ")"+ "_ratio_" + SAMPLE_RATIOS[sampleRatioNumber]+ ".csv"));} catch (IOException e) 
{e.printStackTrace();}// This loop creates the number of instances specified above per // sample ratio 
for (int instanceNumber = 0; instanceNumber < SAMPLE_INSTANCES; instanceNumber++) {// Build Sample set 
by randomly eliminating rows from the // initial data set called: responses; int n = Math .round((float) 
(responses.length * SAMPLE_RATIOS[sampleRatioNumber])); String[][] sample = new String[n][]; 
String[][] discarded = new String[responses.length - n][]; // Sample the file using the current ratio. 
MatrixUtils .sampleKeepDiscarded(responses, n, sample, discarded); try {// Create file for random sample (at the 
beginning), and the // original data (at the end). BufferedWriter out = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter( 
OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX + "(" + outputId + ")" + "_ratio_" + SAMPLE_RATIOS[sampleRatioNumber] 
+ "_instance_" + instanceNumber + ".csv")); // Output the sampled rows or (int row = 0; row < sample.length; 
row++) {Object[] s1 = null; Object[] s2 = null; Object[] s3 = null; // Sample first group. Answers 1 through 9 
excluding 6. int[] anchors1 = { 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 }; s1 = 
MatrixUtils.sampleNWithAnchors(sample[row], 2, anchors1); // Sample second group. Answers 10 through 17, 
excluding // 13. int[] anchors2 = { 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 }; 
s2 = MatrixUtils.sampleNWithAnchors(s1, 2, anchors2); // Sample third group. Answers 18 through 22, excluding 
// 18. int[] anchors3 = { 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 }; s3 = 
MatrixUtils.sampleNWithAnchors(s2, 2, anchors3); 
// Write samples to file, and update matrix for (int col = 0; col < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; col++) 
{sample[row][col] = (String) s3[col]; if (sample[row][col] != null) out.write(sample[row][col]); 
if (col < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) {out.write(",");} out.write("\n");} 
// Write discarded rows (from the sample) or (int row = 0; row < discarded.length; row++) {for (int col = 0; col < 
NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; col++) {if (discarded[row][col] != null) out.write(discarded[row][col]); 
if (col < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) {out.write(",");}} out.write("\n");} out.close(); 
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// Calculate and Output Pearsons BufferedWriter outPearsons = new BufferedWriter(new 
FileWriter(OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX_PEARSON + "("+ outputId + ")" + "_ratio_"+ 
SAMPLE_RATIOS[sampleRatioNumber] 
+ "_instance_" + instanceNumber + ".csv")); // Calculate Pearsons matrix for (int col1 = 0; col1 < 
NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; col1++) {for (int col2 = 0; col2 <= col1; col2++) {double r = 
StatUtils.doPearsonCorrelation(col1, col2, sample, discarded); outPearsons.write(Double.toString(r)); 
if (col2 < col1) outPearsons.write(","); pearsonCorrelationAverage[col1][col2] += r 
/ SAMPLE_INSTANCES;} if (col1 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) outPearsons.write("\n");} 
outPearsons.close();} catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();} // Write Pearsons in Columnar form; 
try {for (int col1 = 0; col1 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; col1++) {for (int col2 = 0; col2 <= col1; col2++) { 
outPearsonsCol.write(Double.toString(StatUtils.doPearsonCorrelation(col1, col2, sample, discarded))); 
if (col2 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) outPearsonsCol.write(",");}} if (instanceNumber < 
SAMPLE_INSTANCES - 1) {outPearsonsCol.write("\n");} else {outPearsonsCol.close();}} catch (IOException e) { 
e.printStackTrace();} // Write averages try {for (int col1 = 0; col1 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; col1++) 
{outAverage.write(Double.toString(StatUtils.getAverage(col1, sample, discarded))); if (col1 < 
NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) outAverage.write(",");} if (instanceNumber < SAMPLE_INSTANCES - 1) 
{outAverage.write("\n");} else {outAverage.close();}} catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();} 
// Write Std Deviations; try {for (int col1 = 0; col1 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; col1++) {outStdDevs. 
write(Double.toString(StatUtils .getStandardDeviation(col1, sample, discarded))); if (col1 < 
NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) outStdDevs.write(",");} if (instanceNumber < SAMPLE_INSTANCES - 1) 
{outStdDevs.write("\n");} else {outStdDevs.close();}} catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();}} // Instance 
Number// Output Pearson's correlation average; try {BufferedWriter outPearsonsAvg = new BufferedWriter( 
new FileWriter(OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX_PEARSON_AVG + "("+ outputId + ")" + "_ratio_" 
+ SAMPLE_RATIOS[sampleRatioNumber] + ".csv")); for (int col1 = 0; col1 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; 
col1++) {for (int col2 = 0; col2 <= col1; col2++) 
{outPearsonsAvg.write(Double .toString(pearsonCorrelationAverage[col1][col2])); if (col2 < col1) 
outPearsonsAvg.write(",");} 
if (col1 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) outPearsonsAvg.write("\n");} outPearsonsAvg.close();} catch 
(IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();}} // sampleRatioNumber} // main} public class MatrixUtils { 
/* 
* sampleKeepDiscarded: This method takes a sample from a matrix of the 
* given size in parameter "n", and keeps the discarded rows in vector 
* "discardedMatrix" inputMatrix: Original vector. n: Number of items to be 
* sampled. sampleMatrix: Random sample vector discardedMatrix: Rows that 
* have not been selected in the sample 
*/public static void sampleKeepDiscarded(Object[] inputMatrix, int n, 
Object[] sampleMatrix, Object[] discardedMatrix) {Random randomGenerator = new Random(); 
ArrayList<Object> _sample = new ArrayList<Object>(Arrays.asList(inputMatrix)); int currentSampleSize = 0; 
// Repeat while the current sample size is smaller than the requested // sample size. Add the random entry to sample 
Matrix while (currentSampleSize < n) {int randomLine = randomGenerator.nextInt(_sample.size()); 
sampleMatrix[currentSampleSize] = ((Object[]) _sample.get(randomLine)).clone();_sample.remove(randomLine); 
currentSampleSize++;} // Add remaining entries to discarded matrix.int i = 0; while (_sample.size() > 0) { 
discardedMatrix[i++] = ((Object[]) _sample.get(0)).clone(); _sample.remove(0);}} 
/* 
* sampleNWithAnchors: This method randomly chooses n elements of the given 
* matrix. The method accepts the "anchors", which are the positions in the 
* matrix that will are to be kept constant. The returned matrix contains 
* the elements that are indicated as anchors, and the ones that are 
* randomly selected. All other elements in the array are assigned a NULL 
* value. 
*/public static Object[] sampleNWithAnchors(Object[] inputMatrix, int n, int[] anchors) {ArrayList<Integer> 
sampleSet = new ArrayList<Integer>(); Random randomGenerator = new Random(); Object[] sampledMatrix = new 
Object[inputMatrix.length]; boolean[] anchored = new boolean[inputMatrix.length]; // Initialize return vectorfor (int 
i = 0; i < sampledMatrix.length; i++) sampledMatrix[i] = null; // Copy the anchored elements, and indicate which 
columns have been // anchored. for (int i = 0; i < anchors.length; i++) {sampledMatrix[anchors[i]] = 
inputMatrix[anchors[i]]; anchored[anchors[i]] = true;} // Create a list with the non-anchored columns 
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for (int i = 0; i < sampledMatrix.length; i++) {if (!anchored[i]) sampleSet.add(new Integer(i));} 
// Randomly select for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) {int x = randomGenerator.nextInt(sampleSet.size()); 
sampledMatrix[sampleSet.get(x)] = inputMatrix[sampleSet.get(x)]; sampleSet.remove(x);} 
return sampledMatrix;}}public class StatUtils { // This method calculates the Pearson's correlation. It takes as input 
two // arrays. This is done // for performance purposes only, to avoid having to combine both arrays // before calling 
this method. public static double doPearsonCorrelation(int col1, int col2, String[][] sample, String[][] discarded) {int 
n = 0; double xy = 0, x = 0, x2 = 0, y = 0, y2 = 0; for (int i = 0; i < sample.length; i++) {if (sample[i][col1] != null 
&& sample[i][col2] != null) {xy += Double.parseDouble(sample[i][col1]) 
* Double.parseDouble(sample[i][col2]); x += Double.parseDouble(sample[i][col1]); y += 
Double.parseDouble(sample[i][col2]); x2 += Double.parseDouble(sample[i][col1]) 
* Double.parseDouble(sample[i][col1]); y2 += Double.parseDouble(sample[i][col2]) 
* Double.parseDouble(sample[i][col2]); n++;}} for (int i = 0; i < discarded.length; i++) { 
if (discarded[i][col1] != null && discarded[i][col2] != null) {xy += Double.parseDouble(discarded[i][col1]) 
* Double.parseDouble(discarded[i][col2]); x += Double.parseDouble(discarded[i][col1]); y += 
Double.parseDouble(discarded[i][col2]); x2 += Double.parseDouble(discarded[i][col1]) 
* Double.parseDouble(discarded[i][col1]); y2 += Double.parseDouble(discarded[i][col2]) 
* Double.parseDouble(discarded[i][col2]); n++;}} return (xy - (x * y) / n) 
/ Math.sqrt((x2 - (x * x) / n) * (y2 - (y * y) / n));} 
// This method calculates the Average of a given column. It takes as input // two arrays. This is done 
// for performance purposes only, to avoid having to combine both arrays // before calling this method. 
 public static double getAverage(int column, String[][] sample, String[][] discarded) {int n = 0; 
double sum = 0; for (int x = 0; x < sample.length; x++) {if (sample[x][column] != null) {sum += 
Double.parseDouble(sample[x][column]); n++;}} for (int x = 0; x < discarded.length; x++) { 
if (discarded[x][column] != null) {sum += Double.parseDouble(discarded[x][column]); 
n++;}} if (n > 0) {return sum / n;} else {return 0;}} 
// This method calculates the Standard Deviation of a given column. It takes 
// as input two arrays. This is done 
// for performance purposes only, to avoid having to combine both arrays 
// before calling this method. public static double getStandardDeviation(int column, String[][] sample, 
String[][] discarded) {int n = 0; double sum = 0; double mean = 0; mean = StatUtils.getAverage(column, sample, 
discarded); for (int x = 0; x < sample.length; x++) {if (sample[x][column] != null) {sum += 
Math.pow((Double.parseDouble(sample[x][column]) - mean), 2); n++;}} for (int x = 0; x < discarded.length; x++) { 
if (discarded[x][column] != null) {sum += Math.pow((Double.parseDouble(discarded[x][column]) - mean), 2); 
n++;}} if (n > 1) {return Math.sqrt(sum / (n - 1));} else {return 0;}}public class SurveyHelper {public static 
String[][] loadResponses(String fileName, int numberOfColumns) {// Variable declaration String line = null; 
int row = 0; int col = 0; int numberOfLines = 0; String currentToken; 
// Open fileFile file = new File(fileName); BufferedReader bufRdr; try {bufRdr = new BufferedReader(new 
FileReader(file));} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {System.err.println("FileNotFoundException: " + 
e.getMessage()); return null;}try {while ((line = bufRdr.readLine()) != null) { if (line.indexOf(',') > -1) 
numberOfLines++;}} catch (IOException e1) {e1.printStackTrace();} String[][] responses = new 
String[numberOfLines - 1][]; int currentRow = 0; try {bufRdr = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(file));} catch 
(FileNotFoundException e) {System.err.println("FileNotFoundException: " + e.getMessage())return null;} 
// read each line of text file try {bufRdr.readLine(); while ((line = bufRdr.readLine()) != null) {StringTokenizer st = 
new StringTokenizer(line, ",", true); col = 0; responses[currentRow] = new String[numberOfColumns]; while 
(st.hasMoreTokens()) {// get next token and store it in the array if (col < 22) {currentToken = st.nextToken(); 
if (currentToken.equals(",")) {responses[currentRow][col] = null;} else {responses[currentRow][col] = 
currentToken; try {currentToken = st.nextToken();} catch (NoSuchElementException e) {}} 
if (col == (numberOfColumns - 2) && !st.hasMoreTokens()) {responses[currentRow][numberOfColumns - 1] = 
null;} col++;} else {System.out.println("Check Row:" + Integer.toString(row)); throw new 
NoSuchElementException("Column: " + col + " not found in row: " + currentRow);}}currentRow++;} 
// close the file bufRdr.close();} catch (IOException e) {System.err.println("FileNotFoundException: " + 
e.getMessage()); return null;} catch (NumberFormatException n) {System.err.println("Number conversion error " +  
n.getMessage()); return null;}return responses;}} 
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APPENDIX B 

THE LANGUAGE, JAVA 1.6, TO CALL THE R LIBRARY POLYCHOR FOR 

CALCULATING AND CREATING PSEUDO DATASETS WITH  

POLYCHORIC CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
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/** 
 * Class: LibqualAnalysis 
 */ 
package survey; 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.BufferedWriter; 
import java.io.FileWriter; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.InputStreamReader; 
import survey.utils.*; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.awt.Frame; 
import java.awt.FileDialog; 
import java.util.Enumeration; 
import org.rosuda.JRI.Rengine; 
import org.rosuda.JRI.REXP; 
import org.rosuda.JRI.RList; 
import org.rosuda.JRI.RVector; 
import org.rosuda.JRI.RMainLoopCallbacks; 
public class LibqualPolychoricAnalysis { 
public static final double[] SAMPLE_RATIOS = { 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 }; 
public static final int SAMPLE_INSTANCES = 100; 
public static final int NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS = 22; 
public static final String OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX = "sample_p"; 
public static final String OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX_POLYCHORIC = "polychoric"; 
public static final String OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX_POLYCHORIC_AVG = "polychoric_average"; 
public static final String OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX_POLYCHORIC_COL = "polychoric_columnar"; 
public static final String OUTPUT_FILE_AVERAGE = "average_in_samples_p"; 
public static final String OUTPUT_FILE_STANDARD_DEVIATION = "std_deviations_in_samples_p";  
public static void main(String[] args) { 
// Connect R engine Rengine re=new Rengine(args, false, new TextConsole()); 
re.eval(".libPaths('/Users/i008111/Documents/R/win-library/2.15')"); 
re.eval("library(polycor)"); // Variable declarations String fileName = args[0];String outputId = args[1]; String[][] 
responses; double polychoricCorrelationAverage[][]; BufferedWriter outPolychoricCol = null; BufferedWriter 
outAverage = null; BufferedWriter outStdDevs = null;// Check parameters if (args.length < 2) {System.out 
.println("Usage: java survey.LibqualAnalysis inputFileName outputId"); System.exit(-1);} 
// Read file // This reads a Comma separated file, with a specified number of // columns. // It loads into an array of 
arrays of strings. Non values will contain // the "null" value. responses = SurveyHelper.loadResponses(fileName, 
NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS); // This loop goes through each ratio defined in SAMPLE_RATIOS for (int 
sampleRatioNumber = 0; sampleRatioNumber < SAMPLE_RATIOS.length; sampleRatioNumber++) {// Initialize 
polychoric's correlation average for this sample ratio; polychoricCorrelationAverage = new 
double[NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS][NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS]; // Create Polychoric file in Columnar form for 
this sample Ratio try {outPolychoricCol = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter( 
OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX_POLYCHORIC_COL + "(" + outputId + ")" + "_ratio_" + 
SAMPLE_RATIOS[sampleRatioNumber] + ".csv")); } catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();} 
// Create file for Average of every question in current sample // Ratio. try {outAverage = new BufferedWriter(new 
FileWriter(OUTPUT_FILE_AVERAGE + "(" + outputId + ")" + "_ratio_" + 
SAMPLE_RATIOS[sampleRatioNumber] + ".csv"));} catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();} 
// Create file for Standard deviations in current sample ratio try {outStdDevs = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter( 
OUTPUT_FILE_STANDARD_DEVIATION + "(" + outputId + ")" + "_ratio_" + 
SAMPLE_RATIOS[sampleRatioNumber] + ".csv"));} catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();} 
// This loop creates the number of instances specified above per 
// sample ratio for (int instanceNumber = 0; instanceNumber < SAMPLE_INSTANCES; instanceNumber++) { 
// Build Sample set by randomly eliminating rows from the // initial data set called: responses; int n = Math 
.round((float) (responses.length * SAMPLE_RATIOS[sampleRatioNumber])); 
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String[][] sample = new String[n][]; String[][] discarded = new String[responses.length - n][]; // Sample the file 
using the current ratio. MatrixUtils .sampleKeepDiscarded(responses, n, sample, discarded); try { 
// Create file for random sample (at the beginning), and the 
// original data (at the end). BufferedWriter out = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter( 
OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX + "(" + outputId + ")" + "_ratio_" + SAMPLE_RATIOS[sampleRatioNumber] 
+ "_instance_" + instanceNumber + ".csv")); // Output the sampled rows for (int row = 0; row < sample.length; 
row++) {Object[] s1 = null; Object[] s2 = null; Object[] s3 = null; // Sample first group. Answers 1 through 9 
excluding 6. int[] anchors1 = { 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 };  
s1 = MatrixUtils.sampleNWithAnchors(sample[row], 2, anchors1); // Sample second group. Answers 10 through 17, 
excluding // 13. int[] anchors2 = { 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 }; 
s2 = MatrixUtils.sampleNWithAnchors(s1, 2, anchors2); // Sample third group. Answers 18 through 22, excluding 
// 18. int[] anchors3 = { 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 }; 
s3 = MatrixUtils.sampleNWithAnchors(s2, 2, anchors3); // Write samples to file, and update matrix for (int col = 0; 
col < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; col++) {sample[row][col] = (String) s3[col]; if (sample[row][col] != null) 
out.write(sample[row][col]); if (col < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) {out.write(",");}} out.write("\n");} 
// Write discarded rows (from the sample) for (int row = 0; row < discarded.length; row++) {for (int col = 0; col < 
NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; col++) {if (discarded[row][col] != null) out.write(discarded[row][col]); 
if (col < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) {out.write(",");}}out.write("\n");} out.close(); 
// Calculate and Output Polychoric BufferedWriter outPolychoric = new BufferedWriter(new 
FileWriter(OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX_POLYCHORIC + "("+ outputId + ")" + "_ratio_" + 
SAMPLE_RATIOS[sampleRatioNumber] + "_instance_" + instanceNumber + ".csv")); 
// Calculate polychoric matrix for (int col1 = 0; col1 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; col1++) {for (int col2 = 0; col2 
<= col1; col2++) { // Add the values to polychoric int valid_rows = 0; for(int x = 0; x<sample.length; x++){ 
if(sample[x][col1]!=null&&sample[x][col2]!=null) valid_rows++;} for(int x = 0; x<discarded.length; x++){ 
if(discarded[x][col1]!=null&&discarded[x][col2]!=null) valid_rows++;} double [] xCol = new double[valid_rows]; 
double [] yCol = new double[valid_rows]; int curr_row = 0; for(int x = 0; x<sample.length; x++){ 
if(sample[x][col1]!=null&&sample[x][col2]!=null){xCol[curr_row] = Double.parseDouble(sample[x][col1]); 
yCol[curr_row] = Double.parseDouble(sample[x][col2]); curr_row++;}}for(int x = 0; x<discarded.length; x++){ 
if(discarded[x][col1]!=null&&discarded[x][col2]!=null){xCol[curr_row] = 
Double.parseDouble(discarded[x][col1]); yCol[curr_row] = Double.parseDouble(discarded[x][col2]); 
curr_row++;}}REXP x=null; try{re.assign("x", xCol); re.assign("y", yCol); x=re.eval("polychor(x,y)");} 
catch (Exception ex){ex.printStackTrace();} double r = x.asDouble(); outPolychoric.write(Double.toString(r)); 
if (col2 < col1) outPolychoric.write(","); polychoricCorrelationAverage[col1][col2] += r 
/ SAMPLE_INSTANCES;} if (col1 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) outPolychoric.write("\n");} 
outPolychoric.close();} catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();}// Write Polychoric in Columnar form; 
try {for (int col1 = 0; col1 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; col1++) {for (int col2 = 0; col2 <= col1; col2++) { 
int valid_rows = 0; for(int x = 0; x<sample.length; x++){if(sample[x][col1]!=null&&sample[x][col2]!=null) 
valid_rows++;} for(int x = 0; x<discarded.length; x++){if(discarded[x][col1]!=null&&discarded[x][col2]!=null) 
valid_rows++;} double [] xCol = new double[valid_rows]; double [] yCol = new double[valid_rows]; int curr_row = 
0; for(int x = 0; x<sample.length; x++){if(sample[x][col1]!=null&&sample[x][col2]!=null){xCol[curr_row] = 
Double.parseDouble(sample[x][col1]); yCol[curr_row] = Double.parseDouble(sample[x][col2]); curr_row++;}} 
for(int x = 0; x<discarded.length; x++){if(discarded[x][col1]!=null&&discarded[x][col2]!=null){xCol[curr_row] = 
Double.parseDouble(discarded[x][col1]); yCol[curr_row] = Double.parseDouble(discarded[x][col2]); 
curr_row++;}}REXP x=null; try{re.assign("x", xCol); re.assign("y", yCol); x=re.eval("polychor(x,y)");} 
catch (Exception ex){ex.printStackTrace();} double r = x.asDouble();                     
outPolychoricCol.write(Double.toString(r)); if (col2 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) 
outPolychoricCol.write(",");}} if (instanceNumber < SAMPLE_INSTANCES - 1) {outPolychoricCol.write("\n");} 
else {outPolychoricCol.close();} catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();} 
// Write averages try {for (int col1 = 0; col1 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; col1++) 
{outAverage.write(Double.toString(StatUtils.getAverage(col1, sample, discarded))); if (col1 < 
NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) outAverage.write(",");} if (instanceNumber < SAMPLE_INSTANCES - 1) { 
outAverage.write("\n");} else {outAverage.close();} catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();} 
// Write Std Deviations; try {for (int col1 = 0; col1 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; col1++) {outStdDevs 
.write(Double.toString(StatUtils .getStandardDeviation(col1, sample, discarded))); if (col1 < 
NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) outStdDevs.write(",");} if (instanceNumber < SAMPLE_INSTANCES - 1) { 
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outStdDevs.write("\n");} else {outStdDevs.close();}} catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();}} // Instance 
Number // Output Polychoric correlation average; try {BufferedWriter outPolychoricAvg = new BufferedWriter( 
new FileWriter(OUTPUT_FILE_PREFIX_POLYCHORIC_AVG + "(" + outputId + ")" + "_ratio_" 
+ SAMPLE_RATIOS[sampleRatioNumber] + ".csv")); for (int col1 = 0; col1 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS; 
col1++) {for (int col2 = 0; col2 <= col1; col2++) {outPolychoricAvg .write(Double 
.toString(polychoricCorrelationAverage[col1][col2])); if (col2 < col1) outPolychoricAvg.write(",");} 
if (col1 < NUMBER_OF_COLUMNS - 1) outPolychoricAvg.write("\n");} outPolychoricAvg.close(); 
} catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();}} // sampleRatioNumber re.end(); } // main} 
class TextConsole implements RMainLoopCallbacks {public void rWriteConsole(Rengine re, String text, int oType) 
{System.out.print(text);} public void rBusy(Rengine re, int which) {System.out.println("rBusy("+which+")");} 
public String rReadConsole(Rengine re, String prompt, int addToHistory) {System.out.print(prompt); try 
{BufferedReader br=new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(System.in)); String s=br.readLine(); 
return (s==null||s.length()==0)?s:s+"\n";} catch (Exception e) {System.out.println("jriReadConsole exception: 
"+e.getMessage());} return null;} public void rShowMessage(Rengine re, String message) 
{System.out.println("rShowMessage \""+message+"\"");} public String rChooseFile(Rengine re, int newFile) 
{FileDialog fd = new FileDialog(new Frame(), (newFile==0)?"Select a file":"Select a new file", 
(newFile==0)?FileDialog.LOAD:FileDialog.SAVE); fd.show(); String res=null; if (fd.getDirectory()!=null) 
res=fd.getDirectory(); if (fd.getFile()!=null) res=(res==null)?fd.getFile():(res+fd.getFile()); return res;} public void   
rFlushConsole (Rengine re) {} public void   rLoadHistory  (Rengine re, String filename) {} public void   
rSaveHistory  (Rengine re, String filename) {}} 
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APPENDIX C 

FORMULAS FOR PARAMETER RECOVERY STATISTICS
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Root mean square errors = � ∑(x�original− x�simulated)2

1,000∗
 

 

 

 

Absolute bias =  
∑(x�original− x�simulated)

1,000∗
 

 

 

 

Relative bias = 
∑(x�original−x�simulated)

x�original
 

 

 

Note. The 1,000* value was adjusted to 100 for the polychoric correlations.  
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